Abstract. Many classes of functions can be characterized in terms of their associated sets. Maximoff gave another type of characterization for the approximately continuous functions. In this paper, we give the conditions under which the two types of characterizations are equivalent. We then show that many classes of functions defined or characterized in terms of their associated sets also admit Maximoff-type characterizations.
1. Introduction. For any real-valued function / of a real variable, the associated sets of/are the sets Ea(f) = {x: f(x) < a) and Ea(f) = {x: f(x) > a} for real a. Many classes of functions can be characterized in terms of their associated sets. For example, a function is continuous if and only if all of its associated sets are open, a function is in Baire Class 1 if and only if all of its associated sets are Fa sets, a function is approximately continuous if and only if all of its associated sets are Fa sets with the property that every point of an associated set is a point of Lebesgue density of that set. In attempting to obtain an associated set characterization for the class of derivatives Zahorski [5] defined a nested sequence of six classes of functions "Dit,-, i = 0,1,... ,5, with <Dlt0 and 91L, both later shown to be the class of Darboux functions in Baire Class [ C5!)/?,) and 9H5 the approximately continuous functions. What accounts for the differences between the classes can be roughly stated as: an associated set for a function in 9H; must be " more dense" near each of its members than an associated set for a function in 911,_,.
Zahorski was able to show that every derivative belongs of 91L3 and every bounded derivative belongs to <31L4. Since every bounded approximately continuous C31c5) function is a derivative, the bounded derivatives were shown to lie between 6J\L4 and bounded tyiL5. However, Zahorski eventually established that no associated set characterization of the class of bounded derivatives exists. More generally, Bruckner [1] has shown that if 911 is a class of functions characterized in terms of associated sets, then h ° / G 911 whenever / G 91L and h is a homeomorphism. Immediate corollaries to Bruckner's Theorem are that neither the class of bounded derivatives nor the class of derivatives are characterizable in terms of their associated sets. The problem of characterizing these classes is still open.
In attempting to solve this problem, Maximoff [3] has given a different, rather complicated, type of characterization for the class of approximately continuous functions. Of fundamental importance to Maximoffs Theorem is the Lusin-Menchoff Theorem. We thus have two ways of characterizing classes of functions, the first in terms of associated sets and the second the Maximoff type. The question considered in this paper is: what are the circumstances under which a class of functions which is characterized in one of these two ways admits the other type of characterization? This question is answered by Theorem 1 and as an immediate corollary we get Maximoffs Theorem on approximately continuous functions. The result can be summarized by saying that under certain minimal assumptions and in the presence of an analogue of the Lusin-Menchoff Theorem the two characterizations are equivalent.
In order to show that Theorem 1 applies to classes other than the approximately continuous functions, we must therefore prove various analogues of the LusinMenchoff Theorem. We then see that many classes of functions which are characterized in terms of associated sets (including all of Zahorski's GJti classes) do admit Maximoff type characterizations.
Preliminaries.
In what follows, p denotes Lebesgue measure, N is the natural numbers and d(x, I) denotes the distance from a point x to an interval 7.
If A and E are Lebesgue measurable sets and A C E, then A EdE will mean that every point of A is a point of density of E. The Lusin-Menchoff Theorem can then be stated as Theorem. 7/^4 is perfect, E measurable and A C E EdE, then there exists a perfect set A' such that A EdA' C E.
Analogues of this theorem are obtained by replacing "d" by other suitable properties. To make this precise we have the following Definition. Let pbe a property defined for sets of real numbers (not necessarily all sets) with respect to sets containing them. If A C B, then we say A is (is not) /»-contained in B, written A CpB (A </.pB) provided A has (does not have) property p with respect to B. Thenp will be called a strong containment property if/? satisfies (l)If^ EpE C Fand/> is defined for A EF,thenA EpF. (2) \iA C E Cp F then A Cp F. (3) If for each n E N, En Cp Fn, then U~=1£" Cp U"=XF".
Note that ordinary set-containment satisfies (1), (2) , and (3). We will be interested in adding various conditions to ordinary containment, thereby obtaining notions of "strong" containment, in such a way that (1), (2) , and (3) still hold. Note also that "í/ " is a strong containment property.
Definition. If p is a strong containment property, we say that p has the Lusin-Menchoff (abbreviated L.M.) property if the direct analogue of the LusinMenchoff Theorem holds for p, i.e. whenever A is perfect, E is measurable and A C E EpE, then there exists a perfect set A' such that A EpA' C E. For our purposes it will be useful to consider a weaker version of this condition: Definition. If p is a strong containment property, we denote by 911 the set of functions/defined by/G 911, if and only if Ea(f) CpEtt(f) E % and Ea(f) Cp Ea(f) E <3a for all real a. We then say that/) has the weak Lusin-Menchoff property (abbreviated weak L.M.) if whenever A is perfect, E is an associated set for some / G 91L and A C E, then there exists a perfect set A' such that A Cp A' C E.
It is evident that if a property p has the L.M. property, then it also has the weak L.M. property. As we shall see, the converse does not always hold.
In order to state Maximoffs Theorem in a concise way, we make the following Definition. Let {yx, y2,...} be an enumeration of the rational numbers. If/is any function and p a strong containment property, then a p-system for / is a system of perfect sets {Ayn% A"}, r -1,2,..., n -r, r + 1, r + 2,..., satisfying 00 00
(1) \jAy> = E»if), (10 UA"=E(f), We will say that a class of functions 911 has a Maximoff-type characterization if there is a strong containment property p such that 911 = 911 . We conclude this section by giving the definitions of Zahorski's 911, classes [5] .
Definition. / G 9IL0 if and only if all the associated sets of / are % sets and whenever E is an associated set of /, x E E and e > 0 are given, the sets (x -e, x) Pi E and (x, x + e) n E are infinite.
Definition. / G 9lt, if and only if all the associated sets of / are % sets and whenever E is an associated set of /, x E E and e > 0 are given, the sets (x -e, x) n E and (x, x + e) n E have cardinality c.
Zahorski [5] proved that 9lt0 = 91L, = 6i)ßx (the Darboux functions in Baire Class 1).
Definition. / G 91L2 if and only if all the associated sets of / are iFa sets and whenever E is an associated set of /, x E E and e > 0 are given, the sets (x -e, x) n E and (x, x + e) n E have positive measure.
Definition. / G 9It3 if and only if all the associated sets of / are % sets and whenever E is an associated set of / and x G E and k E N, there exists e(x, k) > 0 such that ju(7 D E) > 0 whenever 7 is an interval satisfying >f and p(I) + d(x,I)<e(x,k).
Definition./ G 91t4 if and only if whenever £ is an associated set of/there exist a sequence of closed sets {Fn} and a sequence of positive numbers {tj"} such that E -UF" and whenever x G Fn and k E N, there exists e(x, k) > 0 such that jn(7 n 7s) > i)"/t(7) whenever 7 is an interval satisfying ¡i(I)/d(x, I) > {-and p(I) + d(x, I) =s e(x, k).
Definition. / G 91L5 if and only if all the associated sets of/are <%a sets and if E is an associated set of/, then every point of Tí is a density point of E.
Definition. The class of approximately continuous functions A is defined by / G A if and only if, for each x, there exists a set Dx containing x and having x as a density point such that f/Dx is continuous at x. ( f/Dx denotes the restriction of / to the domain Dx.)
Zahorski [5] among others has shown that A = 91L5.
3. Main results. We are now ready to prove the theorem giving the conditions under which the associated set and the Maximoff-type characterizations are equivalent.
We begin with a lemma which greatly simplifies the proof of the theorem which follows. Lemma 1. Let p be a strong containment property satisfying the weak L.M. condition. Let f E 91L and assume additionally that if E is an associated set for f and x E E, then there exists a perfect set S(x) such that x E S(x) C E. Then there exists a p-system for f. (Note that the additional hypothesis is clearly necessary for the conclusion to be true.)
Proof. We construct the sets {AyJ, r E N, n = r, r + 1,..., the construction of the sets {A"} being analogous. Now, since/ G 911,, we have for each r E N, Eyr(f) is an Fa set. Since any closed set is a perfect set union a countable set of points, we have Ey,(f) expressible as a countable union of perfect sets together with a countable set of points, {xj, m E N. Now, for each m E N, xm E Ey'(f) and so by hypothesis there exists a perfect set S(xJ such that xm E S(xJ C Ey'(f). Hence Ey,(f) is expressible as a countable union of perfect sets and we may write EHf) = UÏ=,B», By' perfect. Note that by (2) since Ey-(f) CpEyif), By-Ep
CpEyif).
It is evident that if we construct a system {A^r}neN r=n B+1 of perfect sets which satisfies for each n E N (*) Ay/_XU B>* CpA% EEyif) for/ = 1,...,ti (where Ayn°_x= 0), then it will satisfy (1) and (2) in the definition of a /»-system. (By< C Aft C Ey'(f) implies (1) and A^L x Cp A% implies (2) .) It is also evident that condition (3) in the same definition may be restated as, for each n G N,
where a is the permutation of (1,2,...,«} such that _yo(1) <yaC2) < '" <yatny We construct a system {AyJ satisfying (*) and (**) for all n by induction on n. For ti = 1, let Ay< = B{'. Then (*) and (**) hold for n -1. Assume Ay'_x,... ,Ayn--{ have been defined satisfying (*) and (**). (Actually only (*) is used.) Let a be the License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use permutation of {1,2,...,ti} such that ya(X) <ya{2) < • ■ -<ya,"y We first construct Ay°o). By (*) (or the convention that Ayn"_x = 0 if a(l) -n) we have By°w U Ay°±l\ is a perfect set /»-contained in Ey°^(f), and so since p satisfies the weak L.M. condition, there is a perfect set Ay°m such that Bny°o>uAy°±<\CpAyn^CEy°<»(f).
Continuing, since y"m <ya (2) and by (*) we have By°<2> U Ay°±2\ U Ay°"i CpEy°f2>(f) and so again by the weak L.M. property, there exists a perfect set Ay«& such that By'm u Ayn°«\ U Ay-w CpAy°<» C Ey°m(f).
Proceeding in this way we define AyJ, j -l,...,n, satisfying (*) and (**). This establishes the induction step and hence the lemma. Theorem 1. Let p be a strong containment property satisfying the weak L.M. condition. Further assume that if E is an associated set for some function f G 9H and x E E, then there exists a perfect set S(x) such that x G S(x) C E. Then f G 91L if and only if there exists a p-system for f.
Proof. If/G 911 , we clearly have the hypotheses of Lemma 1 satisfied and so there exists a/»-system for/.
Conversely, assume/is a function such that there exists a/?-system for/, and let a be any real number. We will show that Ea(f) is an Fa set and Ea(f) EpEa(f).
Observe that £«(/)= Uy<aEyif)= UK<a U°°=>A?*.
Since each Aynr is perfect, we have Ea(f) an Fa set. The condition (3) in the definition of a /»-system together with condition (3) in the definition of a strong containment property imply Ey'(f) CpEy,(f) for every ys <yt. Then take a sequence j(r) such that {V}(r)} increases to a. Then EyJ<r>(f) C Ey*r+»(f) and
Thus by (3) in the definition of strong containment, Ea(f) Cp Ea(f). Similarly we show Ea(f) C, Ea(f) and the theorem is proved.
It will be useful to note the following:
If 911 is a subclass of 6i)ßx, and E is an associated set for some/ G 9H, and x E E, then there exists a perfect set S(x) such that x E S(x) C E. To see this, let {e"} be a sequence of positive numbers decreasing to zero such that x + en E E for all ti. This is possible since Zahorski's class 911, is known to be 6i)ßx [5] . Hence, for each tí, [x + en+x, x + ej (~l E has cardinality c and so there exists a perfect set Sn C [x + e"+i, x + en] n E. The set S = {x} U U"=1Sn evidently has the desired property.
Since we will only apply Theorem 1 to subclasses of 6D/31, the last hypothesis of the theorem will always be satisfied.
As an immediate application of Theorem 1, we get Proof. This lemma is implied by Lemma 3 and so the proof is deferred. Theorem 2. / G 91Ln if and only if there exists a pn-system for f.
Proof. Apply Theorem 1.
Remark. It is easily seen that p0 does not enjoy the L.M. property. Let A be any perfect subset of (0,1) and E be the union of A with the rationals. Then A C E C E but if A' is a perfect set such that A C Ä CE, then A -A'. However A </Po A (since vl is open), so there is no perfect set A' such that A EpoA' C E. We note that, therefore, the set E defined above cannot be an associated set for any/ G 91L0.
Definition. If A and B are sets of real numbers and A C B, then A Cn B will p\ mean that for each x G A and e > 0, the sets (x -e, x) P B and (x, x + e) P B have cardinality c. It is evident that 9H/)| is Zahorski's class 911,. (3) (an + ek, an + ek~l) P E has cardinality c. Let Bk be a nonempty perfect subset of (a" + ek, an + e*~ ' ) D E. Let B = U"=, U^L,7i*. Similarly choose a sequence 8k by induction to satisfy: (V)8l=Kan + bn); (2')0<8k<mina,8k-l},k = 2,3,...; (3') (bn-8k\b"-8k)PE has cardinality c.
As above, let Dk be a nonempty perfect subset of (bn -8k~\ bn -8k) P E and let D = U"=1 U^L,!)*. Finally, let Ä = A U B U D. It is clear that A' is perfect and that A C A' C 75. It remains to show A C" A'. So let x G ^ and e > 0 be given. We show that (x, jc + e) D yf has cardinality c. We have two cases: (a) (x, x + e) n A ¥" 0. Then since A is perfect, (x, x + e) Pi A has cardinality c and so a fortiori (jc, x + e) n A' has cardinality c.
(b) (x, x + e) Pi A = 0, i.e., x = an for some n E N. Then since eJ < }, we have that for some k, ek < e, so (x, x + ek) C (jc, x + e). But by construction, (x, x + ek) PA' has cardinality c and so (x, x + e) P A' has cardinality c.
The fact that (x -e, x) P A' has cardinality c is proved similarly. Hence A Ep¡A' and the lemma is proved.
It is now easy to see how Lemma 3 implies Lemma 2. If E is an associated set for some /G 91t0, then since 91L0 = 911, we know E C E. So if A is perfect and A C E, by Lemma 3 there exists a perfect set A' such that A Ep¡ A' C Tí, so a fortiori A EpoA' C E, proving Lemma 2. Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3. We let {(an, bn)}, ti G A, be the intervals contiguous to A and we begin by choosing, by induction, sequences of numbers e* and 8k to satisfy:
(\)e\ = 8xH{(an + bny, (2) 0<ek< min^"1, i}, 0 < 5* < miniA*"1, ¿};
(3) (an + ek, a" + ekJl) P E has positive measure; (bn -8k~\ bn -8k) P E has positive measure.
Since E Cpi E, we have that such that p(Bk) > 0 and p(Dk) > 0. We now let^i' = AU U™=1 U™=x(Bk U Dk).
It is clear that A' is perfect and that A C A' C E. It remains to show A C A'. We let x E A and e > 0 be given. We will show (x, x + e) P A' has positive measure. We have two cases: (a) If (x, x + e) P A has measure zero, then (x, x + e) contains some (an, bn) in which case (x, x + e) P Ä has positive measure.
(b) (x, x + e) P A -0, i.e., x -an for some n E N. But since e¡ < ] we have for some k, Ek < e and since p((x, x + ek) P A') > 0 by construction, we have ¡i((x,x + e) PA') >0.
In exactly the same way we see that (x -e, x) P A' has positive measure. Hence A Cpi A' and the lemma is proved. The proofs that p3 and p4 have the L.M. property are rather long. We will give a proof for/>4 and then indicate how it can be adapted to give a proof for/»3.
Lemma 5 (L.M. property for p4). If A is a perfect set and ACE CptE, then there exists a perfect set A' such that A CptA' C E.
Proof. To prove the lemma we must construct a perfect set A' C E such that there exist a sequence {8n}, ti G A, of positive numbers and a sequence {Gn}, ti G A, of closed sets such that A = U"_"G" and if x E G" then for each k E N there exists X(x, k) > 0 such that p(I n A') > 8nfi(I) for all intervals 7 for which pU) ^ i Before beginning the construction of A', it is useful to give an outline. The construction of A' will be done in two parts. Let {(as, bs)}, s E N, be the intervals contiguous to A. In Part 1 we construct, for each s E N, a perfect set B' C [as, bs] P E having the property that if as E Fn\Fn_x, then for each kEN there exists Xr(as, k)>0 such that p(I P Bsr) > i\np(I)/24 for all intervals 7 lying to the right of as for which jti(7) + d(as, I) *s Xr(as, k) and p.(I)/d(as, I) 3= f. We will then let Br = U^LjT?,5 and we will clearly have that A U Br is a perfect subset of E. After constructing Br it is then evident that there exists a set B¡ such that A U B¡ is perfect and for each s E N, if bs E Fm \ Fm_,, then for each kEN there exists Xx(bs, k) > 0 such that p(I P B,) > y\mp(I)/24 for all intervals 7 lying to the left of bs for which H(l)/d(bs, I)>j¿ and p(I) + ¿(6,, 7) > Xx(bs, k). We then let 5 = 5rU5, and we have A U B is a perfect subset of E. In Part 2 we construct a set 7) C E in such a way that ^4 U 7) is perfect and the set A' -A U B U 7) has the desired property, i.e., >4 CB A'.
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4(7, U 72) n F] S3 ¡¿(I P E P sA) > ||r/"/i(7) = H,,x(7).
Clearly ju(7, P E) > jh[(Ix U 72) n F] or n(I2 P E) > j¡i[(Ix U 72) Pi F] and so by the obvious symmetry, we lose no generality in assuming K/,n£)Hil[(/,u/2)n£]>iw(/).
We write Now, ju(7) > (i(7,) and {tj" > ij^ by (c) and so Ít)"m(7)/íu(7,) > ij^ Also, since 7, -[a, bs ], 7, clearly contains intervals of the form (ßm',ßjx). Therefore, by Claim 1' with \y)n¡i(I)/n(Ix) playing the role of tj, we get ,x(InA')^ti(inD¡)>^rln^^(Ix)=^(l). 6 4 M(7,) 24
We have thus exhausted all possibilities.
In the same way, we see that there exists Xx(x, k) > 0 such that ju(7 Pi A') > r¡nix(I)/24 for all intervals 7 lying to the left of x for which [i(I)/d(x, I) > j and H(I) + d(x, I) < X,(x, k). Hence by letting X(x, k) = min{Xr(x, k), Xx(x, k)} we see that A C A' and so the lemma is proved.
Theorem 5. / G 91c4 if and only if there exists a p4-system for f.
In order to prove that p3 has the L.M. property, we may proceed in the same way as in Lemma 5. We are given ACE CpjE where A is perfect and we wish to construct a perfect set Ä so that A CpW C E. Again the construction can be broken into two parts and we need only require ¡i(G n E) > 0 for G any of the (perfect) sets Bsr[k, j], Bf[k, j], D\, 7)2 for k, j, s E A. The result follows easily. Hence, by applying Theorem 1 to /»3, we see that Zahorski's class 91t3 also has a Maximoff-type characterization.
In conclusion we remark that, by defining suitable strong containment properties, and showing they have the weak L.M. property, one can show other related classes of functions also admit Maximoff-type characterizations. Among those are Weil's 
